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Abstract—The proliferation of extreme-scale analytics and AI
have motivated new parallel storage systems that use flash and
storage class memory (SCM) exclusively to achieve the best
attributes of both media, and such storage systems have clear
relevance in HPC. We present a preliminary evaluation of one
such exemplar system from VAST Data, which incorporates SCM
and QLC flash in a single namespace, to quantify the benefit of
such architectures. We show that traditional I/O performance
measurement techniques struggle to properly characterize allflash storage systems because they were designed to test much
simpler storage systems, and we propose alternative methods to
better reflect the performance that real workflows can expect.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The inclusion of solid-state storage media technologies–
including NAND flash and 3D XPoint–in HPC storage subsystems has been underway for the last decade. The earliest
flash-enabled HPC systems incorporated hundreds of terabytes
of enterprise SATA SSDs in 2011 [1] to provide higher
IOPS and bandwidth per-device over hard disk drive (HDD)
storage. Petabyte burst buffers built on NVMe SSDs followed
in 2015 [2]–[4], delivering increased performance owing to
the significant performance gain from attaching SSDs directly
to hosts’ PCIe buses. Burst buffers also included advances
in software design; the relative scarcity of flash brought
dynamically schedulable and user-defined high-performance
storage into HPC [5], [6]. Falling flash prices are leading
the HPC industry to begin deploying all-flash storage which
provides users with the performance of a burst buffer and
the usability of a single namespace–with no requirement to
explicitly stage data to account for tiered storage [7].
A new generation of flash-native storage systems is now
being developed, including Intel DAOS [8] and VAST Universal Storage [9]. Both DAOS and VAST rely on combining
3D XPoint storage class memory (SCM) and low-endurance,
high-capacity quad-level cell (QLC) flash to deliver the low
write latency and high endurance of SCM and the low read latency and economical capacity of QLC as a single namespace.
This tiered SCM/QLC architecture is showing great promise
to date; for example, DAOS has shown significantly higher
performance on metadata operations and misaligned I/Os than
traditional parallel file systems [10].
Large HPC systems have historically defined I/O performance along only two dimensions: peak bulk-synchronous
I/O bandwidth and metadata rates. One might assume that

since SSDs can also deliver exceptional IOPS relative to
HDDs, peak bulk-synchronous random I/O rates should also
be a new dimension of performance. However, this is not an
actual workload relevant to HPC, since few applications issue
random synchronous I/O to achieve scientific ends [11]. Bulksynchronous I/O rates are also not representative of what most
users observe because they emulate a full-system compute job
performing a bulk-synchronous checkpoint or restart in the
absence of interfering I/O workloads, and they almost always
test the read performance of recently written data.
Actual I/O performance is often lower for many reasons.
For example, most HPC systems run many jobs concurrently
which individually occupy only a subset of all compute
nodes [12]. Many emerging workloads in artificial intelligence [13], [14], genomics [15], and experimental high-energy
physics [16], [17] also access data in a way that does not map
to the large, well-aligned stripes in which parallel file systems
arrange data. Only recently has the parallel I/O community
(notably, the IO-500 effort [18]) acknowledged that high
throughput with such non-contiguous I/Os is important to
scientific computing. User expectations are also evolving with
the increase of interactivity arising from new user interfaces
like Jupyter [19] and data sources such as experimental detectors [16], [20]–[24], resulting in tail latency and responsiveness
becoming key measures of I/O performance.
Thus, the I/O performance analysis community must evolve
to meet the challenges of new technologies and new usage
modalities. In this work, we explore these challenges by
demonstrating how traditional I/O benchmarking approaches
misrepresent the performance users should actually expect
from such next-generation SCM/QLC storage systems. In
doing so, we present several approaches to develop a more
comprehensive understanding of HPC storage system performance that better reflects both the strengths of next-generation
all-flash file systems and what user workloads should expect.
II. T EST M ETHODOLOGY
We chose to use VAST Data’s storage system as an exemplar
of next-generation all-flash storage systems. Fig. 1 illustrates
the architecture of this system which is composed of two
types of servers, “DNodes” and “CNodes.” DNodes host the
file system’s SCM and SSDs through directly attached PCIe
but otherwise do little beyond projecting bare drives over the

NVMe fabric using NVMe over Fabrics (NVMeoF). CNodes
bridge the client-facing network and VAST’s internal NVMe
fabric, and most of VAST’s data path logic is implemented
within these servers.
CNodes are stateless and rely exclusively on transactionally
consistent data structures on remote SCM and flash to store
user data and metadata. The data path is designed such that
all incoming writes are synchronously replicated to SCM and
organized into multi-gigabyte stripes based on their similarity
to existing data and expected lifetime. Asynchronously, when
a stripe has completely filled, it is compressed and migrated to
QLC drives by CNodes. The details of this data path are further
described elsewhere [9], but suffice it to say that this hybrid
SCM/QLC data path complicates performance analysis, and in
this work we specifically examine the effects of the following
advanced architectural features on performance.
Network erasure coding – Extreme-scale storage systems
are turning to synchronous replication and erasure coding
(EC) between servers to improve resilience over larger failure domains. Replication and EC use distributed transactions
though, and these use extra network hops and bandwidth
to ensure synchronous data consistency. It is important to
evaluate whether these extra hops and data placement logic
impact random I/O performance.
Hybrid SCM and QLC flash – The use of small quantities
of high-durability SCM backed by large quantities of lowendurance QLC flash promises the random write and metadata
performance of SCM at the economics of high-capacity flash.
This tiered media scheme complicates performance analysis
because the client has no indication whether data accesses are
being served by SCM or QLC, and benchmarks may follow a
data path that real user data and applications do not.
High-performance data reduction – AI is breathing new
life into old scientific datasets and motivates the need for highperformance storage at capacities that exceed what has been
driven solely by advances in processing performance [21]–
[24]. This makes high-performance data reduction (e.g., fast or
hardware-accelerated compression algorithms, deduplication,
or similarity-based reduction) integral to delivering affordable,
extreme-scale all-flash storage. That said, data reduction is
orthogonal, if not opposite, to high-performance I/O, and we
must examine the implications of sophisticated similaritybased reduction and compression on performance and benchmarking methodologies.
A. Test Platform
In this study, we used a VAST system comprised of eight
CNodes and two DNodes as depicted in Fig. 1. Each CNode
was connected to the client-facing network using one 100G
EDR InfiniBand connection, and the two DNodes provided
44× Intel D5-P4326 15.36 TB QLC SSDs and 12× Intel
DC P4800X 1.5 TB Optane SSDs total. We used up to eight
clients each with two Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs, 384 GiB
of DRAM, and four 100G EDR InfiniBand HCAs. Clients
connected to VAST CNodes using VAST’s implementation of
NFS over RDMA with nconnect and multipathing enabled.
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Fig. 1. High-level architecture of VAST system used in this study. GPU nodes
were used as clients, and more detail can be found in Sec. II-A. Each DNode
serves 6 SCM and 22 QLC drives each, and DNode pair supports failover.

B. Performance Datasets
To measure I/O bandwidth we used the IOR benchmark
to generate parallel sequential read and write I/O workloads. Writes ran for at least 45 seconds using stonewalling
with wear-out to ensure that all processes performed the
same amount of I/O, and the benchmark walltime included the slowest process as would happen with a synchronous checkpoint/restart operation. We used 1, 2, 4 and
8 clients (N = {1, 2, 4, 8}) and 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 processes per node (p = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} for both reads and
writes. In addition, we ran tests for multiple transfer sizes
t = {4 KiB, 512 KiB, 1 MiB, 4 MiB, 8 MiB, 32 MiB}. Each
combination of (N , p, t, and access–read or write) was run
five times for a total of 1,200 individual bandwidth tests.
We also used IOR to measure random access rates. As with
bandwidth tests, all I/O was file-per-process and stonewalling
was used to ensure write test ran for at least 45 seconds, but
wear-out was not used since our goal was to test systemlevel performance rather than emulate a checkpoint/restart
operation. Random read tests were performed against a large,
pre-generated 27 TiB, 1024-file dataset that was specifically
created such that read IOPS tests would run for at least 45
seconds without reaching end of file. We ran tests using
the same values of N and p used for bandwidth tests, but
t = 4 KiB and accesses were at random, 4 KiB-aligned, nonrepeating offsets. Each combination of N and p was run five
times for reads and writes for a total of 200 measurements.
In all read tests, all files were read from a different client
than the one that generated it to avoid client read caches, and
write tests were followed by an explicit fsync(2) which
was included in the I/O time.
III. S EQUENTIAL I/O P ERFORMANCE
A. Measuring Bandwidth Naı̈vely
We initially measured bandwidth using the standard approach of writing a large dataset, shifting MPI ranks by p to
ensure reads did not hit client cache, and immediately reading
it back. Fig. 2 shows the read and write bandwidths as a
function of concurrency, averaged over all combinations of
N × p and t.
The file system shows read bandwidths increasing without
saturation with increasing concurrency as one would expect
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Fig. 2. Mean bandwidths of all bandwidth tests and accompanying coefficients of variation. Each x value contains all measurements that were taken
using any values of (N , p, t) that produced the given total process count x.

from a parallel file system. Notably though, this scalability is
achieved using an NFS client which has historically delivered
very poor I/O performance due to its inability to perform
parallel I/O. This data demonstrates that advancements in NFS
such as multipathing (which allow the use of multiple network
links between client and server), nconnect (which allow parallel data transfers between client and server), and NFS over
RDMA allow NFS to achieve high bandwidth. Furthermore,
the stateless nature of VAST CNodes allows clients to perform
I/O to multiple CNodes concurrently without having to request
file layout information as would be required by pNFS [25].
Figure 2 also shows the coefficient of variation (CV), and
bearing in mind that each value of x (= N × p) is the average
over six different transfer sizes t and multiple combinations of
N , p, we see that the storage system delivers very consistent
bandwidth regardless of I/O size. For writes, we attribute this
to NFS’s ability to aggressively coalesce and asynchronously
issue I/O. All data layout decisions are delegated to CNodes
because VAST clients use NFS, and the extent to which writes
can be coalesced into an RPC is not constrained by how a
file’s contents are mapped to remote storage servers. Relatedly,
NFS’s read-ahead is efficient since any VAST CNode can
service any read request without locality effects. Consistent,
high performance for many values of p and t is also a
characteristic the Optane SCM to which all writes are issued
in VAST [26].
Write bandwidth is lower than read bandwidth though. This
is unsurprising since incoming writes are synchronously replicated to two SCM drives, a common technique that avoids the
read-modify-write penalties intrinsic to synchronous erasure
coding but consumes twice as much write bandwidth [27].
We also expect that the metadata associated with similaritybased data placement and reduction specific to VAST incurs
overheads on write bandwidth that do not apply to reads, and
other SCM/QLC storage systems that synchronously inject
logic to facilitate intelligent tiering will show similar performance asymmetry. Reducing write bandwidth to increase
IOPS complements AI workloads which are biased towards
performing random reads [13], but this tradeoff may not suit
all HPC workload mixes. For example, NERSC workloads
average a 1.75:1 read:write ratio to its scratch file system [28]
which is lower than the 5:1 ratio demonstrated in Fig. 2.
This gap between write and read performance could be

narrowed toward this 1.75:1 ratio in principle. Adding more
SCM would amortize the replication overhead, and adding
more CNodes would provide additional resources to address
the metadata overheads of incoming writes. Naı̈vely, adding
3× more SCM drives but reducing the per-drive capacity
could reduce the read:write performance ratio to as low as
1.67:1 without adding unnecessary SCM capacity and cost.
This is very speculative, but VAST’s disaggregated architecture
is conceptually amenable to such changes.
B. Effects of Hybrid SCM/QLC
Like hybrid storage systems that combine SSD and HDD,
hybrid SCM/QLC storage systems asynchronously migrate
data from high-performance SCM to high-capacity flash over
time. Unlike SSD/HDD systems though, accessing long-lived
data from the QLC layer is faster since both SCM and QLC
deliver comparable read bandwidth but QLC provides the
majority of the capacity.1 For example, the VAST system
used in this work reserved ≈ 3 TB of SCM across 12
drives for incoming writes, providing 30 GB/s of theoretical
aggregate read bandwidth for newly written data. Its QLC
layer (to which user data is never directly written) provides
more capacity (608 TB) and theoretical read bandwidth (140
GB/s) owing to using almost 4 × more drives (44 SSDs). It
follows that these hybrid SCM/flash architectures complicate
benchmarking because newly generated data resides on the
lower-bandwidth SCM tier, and read performance actually
increases as data ages and is migrated to QLC.
As a result of this, the read bandwidth presented in Fig. 2
is misleading since it was measured using data that had been
written seconds before. This left the majority of the data being
read in SCM, not QLC, and read performance was limited
by the bandwidth of 12 SCM drives. To make our read tests
more realistic, we re-ran all 1,200 write and read tests by first
performing all 600 write tests and preserving their outputs,
resulting in 275 TiB of data being written and retained on the
file system. We then artificially aged this dataset by writing 8
TiB of throw-away data to the file system to ensure that any
remnants of our 275 TiB dataset still resident in the SCM write
buffer would be migrated to QLC. After this artificial aging
of our dataset, we ran the 600 read tests against it, and Fig. 3
demonstrates the resulting performance increase observed.
By simply reordering our synthetic benchmarks to avoid
unrealistic streaming read-after-write I/O, we see over 50%
higher read bandwidth when accessing our aged dataset at
higher concurrencies (e.g., N × p = 32). This is significant
because we estimate that virtually all data read from largescale HPC environments will target data that qualifies as
being aged and therefore be read from QLC flash, not SCM.
For example, the 35 PB all-NVMe Lustre file system on
NERSC’s Perlmutter supercomputer was designed to sustain a
production workload of 2.2 PB of writes per day [29]. Given
VAST’s ratio of SCM write buffer to QLC capacity of ≈
1 Intel data sheets rate the read performance of DC P4800X Optane SSDs
at 2,500 MB/s and 3,200 MB/s for D5-P4326 QLC SSDs.
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Fig. 3. Difference in read bandwidth measured from reading a newly
generated dataset that resides on SCM (naı̈ve; same data as Fig. 2) and an
aged dataset that has been migrated to QLC media. Error bars signify one
standard deviation.

1:200, a comparably sized VAST file system would turn over
its ≈ 173 TB SCM write buffer every 113 minutes. Thus, we
estimate that any data read more than two hours after it was
first generated would qualify as aged.
Because VAST also employs data reduction based on
global similarity in its SCM/QLC tiering, we had to extend
IOR to generate fine-grained pseudorandom data using the
golden ratio primes algorithm implemented in the elbencho
benchmark2 . Without high-entropy data, we observed written
datasets compressing into narrow stripes that fit on a small
subset of the QLC SSDs, limiting our read performance to
much fewer than 44 QLC drives. Because scientific data is
only modestly compressible [30], we expect real-world read
performance to resemble our aged dataset in Fig. 3 rather than
the highly compressible, lower-performance naı̈ve dataset.
From this, we posit that most real-world read activity will
target aged data, and most data will be only modestly compressible and therefore striped across many QLC drives. Thus,
the naı̈ve read bandwidth measurements shown in Figs 2 and
3, despite being measured in the de facto standard approach,
understate the true read bandwidth that users will experience.
This highlights the importance of increasing the sophistication
of bandwidth testing on hybrid SCM/QLC storage systems to
better match the access patterns, re-access times, and entropy
that true scientific applications use.
IV. R ANDOM I/O P ERFORMANCE
A. Measuring IOPS Naı̈vely
Two extremes of I/O access patterns are fully sequential
and fully random, and the performance at these extremes is
measured in terms of bandwidth (as discussed above) and
I/O operations per second (IOPS), respectively. Benchmarking
random access performance on parallel file systems typically
involves writing and reading3 4 KiB data at random offsets
across many files to measure random access performance in
the absence of complicating factors such as lock contention.
Fig. 4 summarizes the results of such a test on our file system
as measured using both the default client behavior (NFS client
2 elbencho.

https://github.com/breuner/elbencho/. Accessed Aug. 20, 2021.
the conclusions of Section III-B, random reads were measured
using a dataset of randomized data that was artificially aged to ensure its
residence on QLC.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of measured IOPS as a function of parallel I/O processes.
Error bars signify one standard deviation.

write-back caching and read-ahead enabled) and O_DIRECT
to disable write-back caching.
Fig. 4 shows that random read rate is insensitive to different
N for a given x on VAST; for example, the system will deliver
similar aggregate performance to a single node randomly
reading from eight cores and eight single-threaded random
readers across eight nodes. However, the random read rate
does not approach any obvious saturation point with increasing
N × p, indicating that we lacked enough concurrency to drive
the full random read rate of the storage system.
Random write performance exhibits wider variation for different ratios of N and p (and even within the same N , p) when
client cache is enabled. Also unlike random reads, random
write performance also appears to saturate at the highest
process counts which is a result of the entire benchmark being
limited by write-back cache rate. Because VAST is able to
achieve high write bandwidth independent of transfer size (as
indicated by the low CV in Fig. 2) and its clients have no
notion of data locality, this random write workload can be
aggressively cached and coalesced into larger I/O operations.
Disabling write-back client caching using O_DIRECT significantly reduces the effective operation rate for random
writes. The scaling of unbuffered random writes resembles
random reads; it is insensitive to different combinations of N
and p for any given N × p and never approaches saturation,
indicating that the file system is capable of delivering more
aggregate random writes than we could drive with eight clients.
This disparity in apparent random write performance begs
the question: which approach to benchmarking random writes
results in a representative performance measurement?
B. Quantifying Nonsequential I/O Performance
Few HPC applications perform completely random
writes [11], and this pattern is limited to few scientific
use cases such as out-of-core sorting and data processing
applications that update database-like files at unpredictable
offsets. Because these random-write-heavy applications target
write-only output files, the read-after-write consistency of

•

•

To benchmark application-level random I/O performance,
we should enable client write-back caching since most
applications would not require O_DIRECT when output
is written nonsequentially and benefit from write-back.
To benchmark system-level random I/O performance, we
should use O_DIRECT since it allows clients to force the
file system to touch blocks in an unpredictable fashion.
This approximates the aggregate workload of many users
performing uncoordinated I/O across a large HPC system
irrespective of their use of client write-back caching.

Random reads are more common among statistical analyses which sample large datasets such as AI training workloads [13], [31]. As demonstrated in Fig. 4 though, page cache
has negligible effect on benchmarking random reads and the
above corollaries need not be considered. However, hybrid
SCM/QLC systems complicate performance analysis of real
analysis workflows since the random read rate they deliver
depends on the fraction of a dataset resides on the SCM layer.
Consider a workflow that copies a dataset from an external
source to a high-performance file system before immediately
reading it as part of an AI training step. Because the dataset is
randomly read immediately after it has been copied to the file
system, it would not have aged, and only a fraction of it will
have been migrated to QLC and demonstrate the random read
performance of that media. We approximate this workflow by
generating a dataset through sequential writes, then reading
that dataset randomly to quantify how the apparent random
read performance varies with the size of the dataset. Because
VAST does not provide any way to determine how files
are split between SCM and QLC, we approximate different
degrees of SCM/QLC occupancy by generating datasets with
fixed sizes and assuming that larger fractions of them will be
resident on QLC as they approach the 3 TB SCM buffer size.
The results of this test are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4 showed that this 64-process random read workload
should achieve 52 KIOPS when 100% of the dataset resides
on QLC. Fig. 5 shows that the actual read IOPS rate can be up
to 3× faster if the dataset has not been fully migrated to QLC
because SCM requires less concurrency to drive random read
rates [26]. This highlights a fundamental challenge of setting
expectations for workloads that perform random reads: the
I/O performance an application should expect can vary by 3×
based on the locality of the data being accessed. In turn, this
locality can be a function of many complex factors including
age, as discussed in Section III-B; in this specific case of an
Optane and QLC hybrid storage solution, aged datasets deliver
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O_DIRECT is rarely required. We consider this I/O pattern
realistic only where an application performs random writes
that are not page-aligned and the close-to-open consistency
of NFS could result in inconsistent data in the absence of
O_DIRECT. Because unbuffered random writing is such an
adversarial I/O pattern, applications that rely on it historically
experienced poor performance which has disincentivized its
use in practice. On this basis, we arrive at the following
conclusions for measuring random write performance:
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Fig. 5. Variation in observed random read IOPS as a function of the total
dataset size being read. SCM buffer size is 3 TB, and a dataset that is 100%
resident on QLC can achieve 52 KIOPS. Error bars signify one standard
deviation calculated from five measurements.

higher read bandwidth at larger scales but lower read IOPS at
smaller scales. Thus, as the data path includes more logic to
facilitate transparent data placement, predicting performance
becomes more difficult.
V. C ONCLUSION
Hybrid SCM/QLC storage systems deliver new dimensions
of performance beyond bandwidth-intensive checkpoint/restart
workloads, but this flexibility comes with new challenges
in performance analysis. Benchmarks must be designed to
accurately reflect user behavior; for example, reading aged
data results in higher sequential but lower random performance
due to uneven SCM:QLC ratios. Combining SCM and QLC
also provides more read than write bandwidth overall which
suits analytics at scale, but traditional HPC workloads may
require the write performance of a more SCM-rich design.
We have also shown that VAST specifically delivers high
performance despite its use of NFS, and NFS’s lack of locality
awareness actually allows applications to make better use
write-back and readahead to deliver high bandwidth at all I/O
sizes. Although these conclusions were drawn from VAST, it
is likely that many also apply to similar hybrid SCM/QLC
storage systems such as DAOS.
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A PPENDIX
A. Test System Description
The VAST system used in this study was a standard
VAST LightSpeed appliance in a ”2x1” configuration with
two “CBoxes” (8 CNodes) and one “DBox” (2 DNodes). Each
VAST CNode is configured with
• 2x Intel Xeon Silver 4216 CPUs
• 8x 32 GiB DDR4-2400
• 1x 100G EDR InfiniBand to client fabric
• 4x 50G Ethernet to NVMe fabric
Each VAST DNode is configured with
• 2x Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4
• 8x 8 GiB DDR4-2133
• 4x 100G Ethernet to NVMe fabric
CNodes and DNodes were connected via the NVMe fabric
comprised of two Mellanox SN2100 100 GbE switches used
exclusively by VAST for NVMe I/O. The VAST cluster
itself was running version 3.4.0-sp6-367205 which dictates the
versions and configurations of its operating system.
All clients were Cray CS-Storm 500NX nodes each with
• 2x Intel Xeon Gold 6148 (Skylake) CPUs
• 8x NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs (not used here)
• 12x 32 GiB DDR4-2666
• 4x 100G EDR InfiniBand ports to VAST
Each client mounted VAST using the VAST NFS-overRDMA driver version 3.7.7 and connected to all 32 virtual IPs (remoteports) using all four 100G EDR HCAs
(localports) of the VAST cluster using nconnect=32.
Clients were configured such that maximum RPC size for
both reads and writes was 1048576 bytes, and the threshold to begin writing back dirty pages was 10% of system
memory (dirty_background_ratio=10) and writes
blocked when dirty pages exceeded 20% of system memory
(dirty_ratio=20).
B. IOR Test Configurations
All experiments were carried out using two different versions of IOR. All bandwidth tests used a derivative of the
IOR’s development branch forked from commit a436395
and extended to include a new data packet type with randomized (nominally incompressible) contents (hereafter “iorincompress”).4 All IOPS tests used a derivative of IOR version
3.3.0 that incorporated one minor error-handling bug patch
(hereafter “ior-3.3.0+6356464”).5
Table I describes the arguments used for each test presented.
Of note, we universally used
• -C - Ensure that each process does not read the same file
that it wrote. Effectively pointless for these runs since we
read and write in separate IOR jobs and dropped client
caches at the start of each IOR invocation through Slurm.
4 Available
online:
https://github.com/glennklockwood/ior/commit/
e1208a6f52e9946a073a1583154ca29dd1621903. Accessed April 9, 2021.
5 Available
online:
https://github.com/glennklockwood/ior/commit/
635464630c232ff17afa1fc04d47a88ec070a19c. Accessed May 17, 2021.

-D 45 - Use stonewalling and stop issuing reads or
writes I/O after 45 seconds.
• -F - Write and read from one file for each MPI process.
• -e - Call fsync(2) after the write phase to flush
dirty pages and include this time in the I/O time. The
combination of -D 45 and -e results in actual write
times taking longer due to the time required to flush dirty
pages.
• -g - Use barriers between open, write, read, and close
phases. This has no effect on performance measurements
but was included to avoid potential issues that may have
arisen from the loose metadata consistency semantics of
NFS clients.
All
bandwidth
tests
also
used
-O
stoneWallingWearOut=1 to require all read and
write processes to move equal numbers of bytes and “catch
up” to the fastest writer or reader before the bandwidth timer
was stopped. blockSize (-b) and transferSize (-t)
were varied, and segmentCount (-s) was defined so each
process would attempt to read/write the lesser of 16 TiB or
2,147,483,647 segments in the absence of stonewalling (-D),
and the exact transfer sizes (t) are described in Sec. II.
All non-naı̈ve read tests were performed against pregenerated datasets generated using the parameters described in
the “Generate” step in Table I. These datasets were generated
by writing datasets using -O stoneWallingWearOut=1
to limit the computational cost of this process while ensuring
all files comprising each dataset had equal size and could be
read without unexpected end-of-file errors during the subsequent read tests. Following the generate step, SCM was flushed
during a “Pre-Read” step by writing and deleting 1 TiB of
“random” data eight times in sequence using 1 MiB sequential
transfers in 1 MiB blocks. Following generate and pre-read
steps, read tests were performed on the generated dataset.
•

C. Performance Summaries
As described in Sec. II-B, each unique combination of N ,
p, t, and read/write was run five times to establish a basis for
statistical significance. We report the standard deviation for
these five measurements to this end, but we acknowledge that
not all measurements to which this technique was applied are
expected to be normally distributed.
These tests were all run on a non-production file system
of which we were the exclusive user, and we observed
that these measurements typically approached the “speed of
light” of the underlying clients and/or storage system. This
behavior, absent of the interference present on production
systems, would be better modeled as a right-skewed gamma
distribution than a normal distribution. However we lacked
the resources to rigorously model the asymmetry of these
performance distributions in this preliminary study and instead
used the mean and standard deviation of all samples presented
to approximate a 68% confidence interval. Thus, reproducing
this study precisely requires that this approximation (that
performance measurements are normally distributed in all
samples) be made.

TABLE I
IOR A RGUMENTS U SED
Dataset

IOR version

Step

Arguments

Bandwidth, Naı̈ve
Bandwidth, Naı̈ve
Bandwidth, Aged
Bandwidth, Aged
IOPS, Buffered I/O
IOPS, Buffered I/O
IOPS, Buffered I/O
IOPS, Direct I/O
IOPS, Direct I/O
IOPS, Direct I/O
IOPS vs. Size
IOPS vs. Size
All Non-Naı̈ve

ior-incompress
ior-incompress
ior-incompress
ior-incompress
ior-3.3.0+6356464
ior-incompress
ior-3.3.0+6356464
ior-3.3.0+6356464
ior-incompress
ior-3.3.0+6356464
ior-incompress
ior-3.3.0+6356464
ior-incompress

Write
Read
Write
Read
Write
Generate
Read
Write
Generate
Read
Generate
Read
Pre-Read

–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -C -D=45 -F -e -g -k -vv -w
–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -C -D=45 -F -e -g -r -vv
–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -C -D=45 -F -e -g -k -l=random -vv -w
–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -C -D=45 -F -e -g -l=random -r -vv
-C -D=45 -F -e -g -vv -w -z
–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -D=600 -F -k -l=random -vv -w
-C -D=45 -F -e -g -k -r -vv -z
–posix.odirect -C -D=45 -F -e -g -vv -w -z
–stoneWallingWearOut=1 -D=600 -F -k -l=random -vv -w
–posix.odirect -C -D=45 -F -e -g -k -r -vv -z
-C -D=300 -F -k -l=random -vv -w
-C -D=45 -F -g -r -vv -z
-C -F -e -g -l=random -vv -w

